Now, Assessment tool PowerPoint add-in with you in mind!
Your TurningPoint Option iS included⋯
We include TurningPoint polling software and 10 polling devices
with receiver desktop software download and a subscription to
TurningPoint Polling Anywhere, if you want to enhance your
training delivery.
This is an easy‐to‐use engagement and assessment solution that
allows learners to participate in real time using a keypad or their
own mobile, tablet or computer. Our audience response system
provides a variety of interactive polling options to meet the
unique needs of every environment.

Give every learner a voice
Encourage participation with engagement and excitement.

Customize the learning experiences
Gain insight of your trainees understanding of the material
for better content delivered as needed.

Communicate effectively
Receive immediate feedback from your trainees to focus on
needed points during training.

Uses and Benefits
Training and Development
Confirm retention with knowledge
checks including pre‐ and post testing, to
meet training requirements. Realtime
results offer trainee engagement,
instructor cues and exportable reports.

Safety and Compliance
Ensure proper employee training with
recordkeeping to meet safety and
compliance standards along with testing
for validation and retention.

Agile Teaching
Quickly adapt and change course to
better suit your training environment
with trainee and work‐site specific
content.

Assessment for Learning
Support learning by checking trainee
progress during the training process.

Do more with your data

Gamification

Mange trainee response data and records with customizable
and meaningful viewing.

Use competitive exercises for team
strategies and building to motivate
learning and team building.

PROVEN RESULTS

ENGAGEMENT
94% FOUND TRAINING
MORE ENGAGING

MOTIVATION
63% IMPROVED
MOTIVATION

UNDERSTANDING
35% INCREASE IN
TRAINING SCORES

RETENTION
40 % HIGHER
RETENTION

From the Desk of the Developer…

Let me introduce myself, my name is Troy Hackworth and for 35 years I have been developing safety training for classroom,
online and custom needs.
Why safety?
In the 1970's, I was crippled in a mining accident. My job training for the job consisted of 45 minutes of instructions on how
to drive a TEREX rock truck fully loaded up and down a mountain. The training was inadequate and now, I am paying the
consequences for the rest of his life. I understand that an injured employee and his employer are not the only ones affected
by an incident. Entire families are affected, many times for generations. It's simple, when it comes to safety, we want
everyone to be trained; No Excuses, No Bull without cost or complexity being a limiter.
The Adaptive Training Systems “Quick Start Package” is put together to give what you need to affordably have a
comprehensive and effective safety program with training and more.
Thanks for helping to be safe...
Sincerely,
Troy Hackworth
Consolidated Digital Publishing Inc
www.safeworkday.com
troyh@safeworkday.com
(713) 305‐7648

About...
Over 30 Years Experience! Our writers have been designing OSHA compliant safety software and programs
since 1988. Our technical writing team is led by the Mr. Troy Hackworth who has pioneered many of safety
programs currently on the market. Mr. Hackworth and the technical team have authored more than 1000+
training programs relating to safety health, DOT and environmental topics along with custom programs for
many Fortune 500 firms. These programs are of High Quality and the same used for the development of
online training used to train 10s of thousands of students for firms worldwide. Our team has developed
corporate safety programs for nearly the entire spectrum of OSHA compliance.

Associate Member

Training Used for Completing Operator Requirements & Reporting
Note: Training courseware can be used to train with or without the TurningPoint PowerPoint add‐in.

Classroon Assessments
Contact Troy Hackworth (713.305.7648) ‐ email troyh@safeworkday.com ‐ ‐ Free Consultation
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NOTICE
Consolidated Digital Publishing Inc. is an independently‐owned company. Consolidated Digital Publishing Inc is in no way
endorsed, sponsored, approved by, or otherwise affiliated with OSHA, Dept of Transportation, EPA, Texas Business
Conferences, TDI, Avetta®, BROWZ®, NCMS®, ComplyWorks®, ISNetworld®, PEC Premier®, PICS®, CanQual®, Cognibox® &
Veriforce®. *ISNetworld®, is a registered trademark of ISN Software Corporation. All other trademarks owned by their
prospective owners.

SafetyPoints® Adaptive Training System for Classroom Training
SafetyPoints® Courses &
Packages
200+ Safety PowerPoint® courses
including Training Packages

SafetyPoints® Training
Games

SafetyPoints® Safety
Briefs®

90+ Safety Games

50+ Safety Briefs®

What’s
Included…

All listed here!
Quick Start your
Safety training is not the highlight of Micro‐learning content is delivered
most
people's
work
week
but
safety program
in small, easily digested “bites”
The SafetyPoints® HSE CORE are
having a team that is familiar with
designed to increase learner
editable PowerPoints® for you to
with…
your safety procedures is critical
retention, engagement and
make company and work specific
400+ courses
performance. Most Learning and
training... for the classroom. It comes when it comes to staying clear of
including
Occupational Safety and Health
Development (L&D) professionals
in an easy to edit PowerPoint©
Packages,
Administration violations and
agree that micro‐learning — when
training programs with quizzes in
minimizing
hazards
to
your
Tests,
done right — provides quicker
Word plus documentation.
employees. In fact, it could even
access to learning, significantly
Employee
save someone's life.
increases retention and
Using these for your in‐house
Handbook,
engagement, and improves overall
program provides you with greater
Safety
Manual,
That's why safety team‐building
workplace performance. Most of all,
training flexibility‐ saving time and
games can provide a great way to
it enables employees in new roles to Sample Training
money.
help reinforce this important
Matrix, Training
become productive on the job
sooner.
These High Quality professionally built knowledge in a fun way that won't
Tracking,
result in a bunch of eye rolls and
programs are the same used by
reporting,
blank stares.
A best practice is to not use micro‐
multiple firms, worldwide for OSHA,
TurningPoint
learning as a stand‐alone learning
Federal State compliance and
polling
operator required contactor training The Safety Arcade is a library of fun, vehicle, but rather as a
mobile‐ready,
casual
games
ice‐
software and 10
supplemental component to
and reporting (Avetta, PEC, ISN RAVS,
breakers covering safety topics that reinforce critical pieces of
Veriforce ComplyWorks, Cognibox,
polling devices,
can be rapidly deployed to reinforce information. Micro‐learning requires
Browz)
receiver,
training and improve learning
thoughtfulness in how it’s
software
outcomes. No programing skills are strategically integrated to ensure
Includes:
download and
necessary. Use our in the classroom success. Micro‐learning content is
200+ Individual course titles
or
to
share
online.
much more!
delivered in small, easily digested
‐Hazard Awarness‐14 Module

TITLES
Accident Investigation
Access to Medical Records
Aerial Lifts
Asbestos
Back Safety
Basic Rules & Policies
Battery Safety
Behavioral Based Safety
Benzene
Blood borne Pathogens
Butadiene
Cadmium
Carcinogens
Carbon Dioxide
Cargo Securement
Caustic Soda
Chain Saw Safety
Chemical Safety
Chemical Storage
Chromium
Cold Weather
Confined Space
Conflict Resolution
Crane Safety
Discrimination/Harassment
Driving Safety
Driving Skills
Drug & Alcohol
Ebola
Electrical Safety
Elevated Walking and Working
Emergency Plan
Emergency Response
Employee Safety Orientation
Environmental Awareness
Ergonomics
Excavation Trenching & Shoring
Eye Safety
Fall Prevention
Fatigue
Fire Prevention & Safety
Fire Extinguishers
Fire Warden
First Aid
Forklift – Classroom
Flammables Combustibles
Flash Arc NFPA 70E
Gas Cylinders
Gas Hazards
GFCI
Hand & Power Tool
Hand, Wrist & Finger
Hazard Recognition
Hazard Awarness_14 Modules
HAZCOM ‐ GHS
HAZCOM ‐ Right to Know
HAZMAT
Hazwoper 8 HR_10 Modules
Hearing Conservation
Heat Exhaustion [Stress]
Hot Work
How to Avoid Pinch Points

Walking Working Surfaces
Hydrogen Sulfide
Waste Management
H2S_All
Working Alone
Hygiene
Workplace Violence
Introduction to OSHA
Introduction to HazWoper Warehouse Safety
SafetyPoints Training Games
Journey Management
SafetyPoints Safety Briefs
JSEA
TurningPoint Enabled Courseware
Lab Safety
Land Transportation
Some Users
Lead
Leadership Skills
Lockout TAGOUT
Machine Guards
Mobile Equipment
Napo_10 Modules
Near Miss
NORM
Occupational Health
Office Safety
OSHA 10 HR Const. & Gen. Ind.
Pandemic
PPE & You
Process Safety Management
Progressive Discipline
Portable Tools
Powered Platforms
Recordkeeping
Respiratory Safety
Return to Work
Rigging
RigPass_Safeland_14 Modules
Risk Assessment
Root Cause
Safety Attitudes & Actions
Safety Health Programs
Safety Housekeeping
Safety Signs & Tags
Safety Worksite Inspections
Scaffolds
Security_28 Modules
Sexual Harassment
Short Service Employee
Subcontractor Safety
Supervisors Role in Safety
Silica
Silica in Frac
SIMOPS
Slips Trips Falls
SPCC
Spotter Safety
Stairs & Ladders
Staphylococcus
Stop Work
Storm Water
Subcontractor Management
Train the Trainer
Universal Waste
Walking Working Surfaces
Welding & Brazing
Wellness
Walking Working Surfaces

What would it cost you to develop
these programs?
Level I ‐ Basic Presentation.
The courseware development in that of
Level I lessons which are linear (one
idea after another) and are used
primarily for introducing an idea or
concept (Awareness training). There is
little interaction, other than the
student (or trainer) touching the screen
or using a keystroke or mouse click to
continue and the use of supplied
quizzes (MS Word) for training
validation and documentation. The
media used are topic information text
and graphics using PowerPoint as the
development tool for ease of
customization and keeping courseware
evergreen.
These also serve as the core content for
conversion to higher levels of
development(Level II,III) using tools
such as Articulate 360, I Spring, Lectora,
Camtasia etc. Estimated Average Cost
per Hour Of Instruction $1,900.00 to
$2,170.00*.

FOR THE CLASSROOM
You can also create a MENU page
with the game name which links to
that game index.html file for group
organization for playback

100+ Free Safety Videos Included!

“bites” designed to increase learner
retention, engagement and
performance. Success depends on
how it’s integrated into the overall
learning strategy. Most L&D
professionals agree that micro‐
learning — when done right —
provides quicker access to learning,
significantly increases retention and
engagement, and improves overall
workplace performance.
Most of all, it enables employees in
new roles to become productive on
the job sooner. Micro‐learning
requires thought in how it’s
strategically integrated to ensure
success.

A Safety Program Manual (IIPP in California) designed to meet the audit requirements of ISN, Avetta, or BROWZ. The
1600‐page manual includes all the Safety Sections required by the Audit Company plus 100s of Safety documents of use in
MS WORD /ExCel/PDFs for your use including Toolbox Talks and more!
Making compliance simple and fun with polling delivery! TurningPoint makes it easy to track employee performance and
turn even mandatory trainings into enjoyable learning experiences with free polling software. With TurningPoint desktop,
content and polling data are self‐contained to either your receiver or computer. Poll in PowerPoint, over top of any
application or deliver self‐paced assessments. Clickers purchased separately.
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SafetyPoints® Extras

The games can be used for stand‐
alone playback (1), playback on
multiple CPUs on your network (2)
or online placed on your server (3).
Network and online playback is
accomplished by copying the Games
Folder from the USB to a location
(path for network | URL address on
server) and linking to the index.html
in each game title folder.

For more information | Demos | Uses

‐HazWoper 8 HR‐10 Modules
‐Hydrogen Sulfide
‐OSHA 29 CFR 1910 and 1926
‐ANSI Z390.1
‐RigPass| Safeland‐14 Modules
Same program used by multiple firms
to achieve accreditation through the
IADC for In‐House RigPass and/or
Safeland USA program. Including
KEANE, Patterson UTI, Lofton Staffing‐
Energy, CJ Energy and many more.
Use to get started or update your
current RP/SL program. Most recent
accreditation YR 2019.
‐OSHA 10 HR | Security & 100s More
... and more...

Being conservative and giving a
development cost of $1,000.00 each;
the price to develop the entire package
would be in excess of $185,000.00 plus
thousands of hours of work!

*Source Information: Interactive
Courseware (ICW) Development Costs
for Multimedia and Computer Based
Training (CBT): (U.S. Navy Estimate ‐
Klein, Mallory, Safstrom)
Why do we do it?
WE ARE SAFETY FOLKS...we know how
hard it is to get funds for quality safety
tools and programs. These courses are
used by our clients, many for 20+ years
generating revenues recovering costs
reducing our investment. We pass
savings to safety folks with a proven
ROI (Return on Investment), recovering
as much as $1,900+ per course of
training development costs, with a
100% guarantee! It's a WIN‐WIN.

Visit
www.safeworkday.com
for demos, samples to
download and use, pricing
plus more!

Designed… WEB Based Training - Keep it Simple

…
Any Size Firms can have Affordable On-line HSE Training. : www.safeworkday.com >LMS
If you must bring accountability to your safety program, if you need
to control for risk, if you need to manage safety performance—this is
the answer.
Our safety training systems are specifically configured for
occupational health and safety reporting, to make your life easier.
Helping safety folks lower the expense of training programs, save
time on administration, and make training more efficient.
Safety is a resource you need
to manage and this is your
tool.
Company Branded Hosted
WEB Based Training You train
for $69.00 per year per trainee (25 trainee minimum | discounts
available); with the trainees having the ability train on over 400+
course modules (80+ Test‐Out Courses) and the ability to repeat any
course as many times as needed. NO PER SESSION CHARGES, FULL
REPORTING & SITE CONTROL‐CREATE & ADD YOUR OWN‐ OR THIRD‐
PARTY COURSES! CBT/ Classroom product included with Hosted
Service for remote locations without internet access.

Included
• Branded with Your Company Logo and Customize Look and Feel to
Your Company.
• Your Site is Not Shared...In other words you have Your Own
Unique Site and Database
• Online Delivery / Tracking / Reporting Software and Courses
provided
• Completed training report with excel download with multiple sort
fields | Exception report for trainee completed / incomplete training
by trainee and trainee
supervisor
• NOW‐ Includes an ISNetworld report for your TRAV training
upload!
• Trainee "Quick Report" with completed training with scores.
• Trainee Site Use and Administrator training provided online
• No IT Involvement or Resources needed
• Quick Turnaround on Sites, 1‐5 days and You are Training
• Access Anytime, Anywhere
• Purchase with NO PER SESSION CHARGES ‐ FIRST to Offer FIXED
COST per TRAINEE with unlimited training on all courses!
• Low Price per year per employee, not session. Value‐priced, based
on the number of employees being trained, not the number of
completed courses. The more you train, the more cost‐effective the
training becomes.
• Unlimited Use of ALL 400+ Course Modules, NO PER SESSION
CHARGES with the more trainees, a lower price per trainee!
• Challenge Tests available the Topic Courses for Topic Test‐out
• You Have Complete Site Control
• Add Your Own Content, Create Your Own Courses or Use Third
Party Courses with no Delivery Charge Add‐0n
• Ability to take our course templates and customize to your
company work and site‐specific content ‐ NEW ...Track Third party
and classroom training in LMS database!‐ Free Administration
Training (Houston Texas office).

Why Our Systems Are Better
Intuitive and Simple.
Everything is where it should be. We believe that
your experience with our software shouldn’t
involve wasting time figuring out how to use the
platform, so we’ve designed for natural
navigation.
Simple Setup.
It’s like this—we do pretty much everything and
get right on it. Integrating with other system
software and training materials is not a problem.
We will guide you down the straightest path and
won’t leave you stranded.
Simple to Support
The SafeWorkday Client Service Team is kind of a
big deal around here. We support everything we
offer. Our people want to help and will take care
of you, expediently

Features

Tracking & Reporting
Track training in real time, centralize
recordkeeping, and be more productive, all while
keeping your employees aware of their progress.
Measure success and improvement with testing
and custom reporting.

Support Live Training Programs
Whether employees take an on‐demand course or
attend a safety meeting, our safety training systems can
track all your training activities with live event
tracking.

Notifications
Automate reminders and tasks so you are always
on top of your training, with automatic email
notifications, course completion notes, and
reports.
Surveys & Evaluations
Build accountability by gathering insight directly
from your employees. Place surveys into online
courses, a great tool for internal safety training
assessment, but also for learning more about the
workforce you manage.
Certificates
Easily combine training activities into a single
curriculum to make tracking completions easier
and more organized. Employees receive one
certificate of completion for all the training
activities. All while tracking the time spent.
Upload Your Own Content
Do you have an existing library of assets you want
to use? Whether your assets are PDF’s, films,
PowerPoint decks, YouTube links or SCORM and
AICC content, there’s a place for that material in
our safety training systems. We will work with you
on integrating assets.
Multi‐Language and Branded Interface
A global workforce is not a problem. Our systems
adapt to the language needs of your business
meeting the look and feel of your brand.
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Affordable Online Training with
Certificates
Oh ...by the way we have online training for as little from
0.72 cents per course (HSE Training bundle) to $12.95 per
individual course.

Great for individuals or small firms with less
than 100 employees..

To get started…
Go to www.safeworkday.com and click the Services link‐Top Right of
Home page then the Online Training for Individuals link.
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